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1 Introduction
The path of an aircraft is typically represented by a sequence
of geodesics, great arc circles (GARCs), in the surface of an
imaginary sphere surrounding the earth. We are given that n
sightings are generated by several sensors and that m GARCs
are formed by the various aircraft giving rise to these sight-
ings. The clustering problem is how to decompose these n
sightings into m sets such that connecting all the sightings
of each set in a time-ordered fashion gives rise to a corre-
sponding set of GARCs, each of which is generated by a
targeted aircraft. The problem is nontrivial even for small
values of n and m as shown in Fig. 1 (for convenience,
GARCs are represented as straight line segments between
consecutively detected sightings). Note that single sighting
clusters are allowed. Our approach to the clustering problem
uses a sparsely connected neural network, which we refer to
as a neural clusterer. The design of this neural clusterer allows
reasonably fast convergence to an optimal (i.e., globally op-
timal) or near optimal solution using only a single processor.
The inputs to the neural net are the numbers n and m and an
n X n matrix. The i'th, j'th entry of the n X n matrix consists
of a "cost" of associating sighting i in the same GARC with
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Abstract. The clustering problem refers to the partitioning of target sight-
ings into sets. Two sightings are in the same set if and only if they are
generated by sensor detections of the same target and are in the same
great circle arc (GARC) trajectory of that target. A Boltzmann machine
is developed whose sparse architecture provides for only partial con-
straint satisfaction of the associated cost function. This together with a
special graphics interface serve as an aid in determining GARCs. Our
approach differs from others in that the neural net is built to operate in
conjunction with a non-neural tracker. This further restricts the architec-
tural complexity of the network and facilitates future experimentation re-
garding decomposition of the neural net across several Von Neumann
processors. Also, the Boltzmann machine architecture eases the effort
of finding optimal or near optimal solutions. Results are presented. The
demonstrated feasibility of neural GARC determination encourages in-
vestigation into the extension of its role in the track formation process
utilizing an environment that includes supercomputers, neurocomputers,
or optical hardware. The network architecture is capable of identifying a
host of geometric forms other than GARCs and can thus be used in
several domains including space, land, and ocean.
sightingj. These positive costs are generated not by Kalman
filter estimates but by algorithms in a companion tracking
mechanism that takes into account the velocities and relative
positions of the sightings. Associated with each sighting s
is its location l, time of detection t , and observed velocity
Vxobs. The observed velocity may vary by an amount
To determine the cost of associating a pair of sightings s1
and s2 in the same GARC, it is assumed that the hypothesized
single object giving rise to the sightings has traveled from
the location of one sighting to the location of the other along
a GARC. We assume that the object is traveling from the
location of the sighting with the earlier time stamp to the
location of the sighting with the later time stamp. For sim-
plicity, let t1 < t2 . The direction of the GARC, the distance
between the sightings based on their locations, and the in-
dividual time stamps of the sightings give rise to what will
be referred to as a predicted velocity Vxpred 1M each sighting
in the pair. Computations are then made yielding, for each
sighting i, a score r that expresses a "match" between the
predicted and observed velocities while taking into account
the associated value. Thus, for i E {l, 2},
ffi't(Vipred,Viobs,li) . (1)
The cost associated with the sightings is then taken simply
to be the average of the two scores. Figure 2 illustrates these
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Fig. 1 Possible clusterings for n=6 and m=3.
ideas in a one-dimensional space. Here, all sightings are in
an x-y plane with positions having the same ordinate and
velocities restricted to the x direction. As indicated in Fig.
2(a), the observed velocity and error values are
Viobs 12.4, =0.6, V20bs 6.4, 2 0.3. Figure 2(b) ii-
lustrates an assumed GARC trajectory undertaken by a hy-
pothesized single object giving rise to s1 and s2 (thus traveling
from l to 12 in time t2—t1). Without loss of generality, it is
assumed that the positions and times yield Vipred 12.9 and
V2pred 12.9, as indicated in Fig. 2(c). The equality of the
predicted velocities results from the simple geometry of the
situation. In this scenario, more complicated equations sym-
bolized by Eq. (1) would reduce to the form
0•1 (ViPred Viobs)
Substituting the appropriate values gives r =0.69444 and
if2 4138.7778, yielding the cost of association between
these two sightings as
i2206973612 . (3)
This would be a high cost and results from the fact that the
observed velocity of sighting s2 is in a direction opposite to
the predicted velocity needed by the object to get from l to
12 in time t2—t . For higher dimensions, the relevant expres-
sions become more complicated, as indicated in Ref. 1 .The
cost is always the average of the two scores, however. More
recent work develops techniques that give the cost of asso-
ciating two sightings in the same sequence2 of two GARCs.
This sequence is referred to as a maneuver.
The output of the neural clusterer is a disjoint division
into m sets of the n sightings. The sightings in each set are
connected to one another in a time-ordered fashion to yield
a display similar to that of Fig. 1.
The results of the companion tracker are shown on its own
graphics display screen. The user can select various tracks
from this display. The number of sightings and the number
of GARCs composing the selected tracks together with the
associated cost matrix are sent to the neural network. The
neural network then yields a grouping of sightings into
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Fig. 2 Simple example for scoring and cost evaluation: (a) observed
velocities with errors, (b) assumed trajectory, and (c) predicted ye-
locities.
GARCs using all cost values simultaneously. Because the
tracker develops and uses these values iteratively,3 the neural
grouping of GARCs could differ considerably from the track-
er's. In most cases encountered thus far, the neural clusterer
has agreed with the tracker' s results. Both closely mirrored
(2) the real-world situation.There are several studies relating to the use of neural
architectures in tracking.7 The approach here differs in that
the clusterer is used in conjunction with an already existing
tracking system that, as a result of its processing, eases the
computational load of the neural net by providing it with a
restricted set of parameters. This allows for experimentation
with a relatively sparse neural architecture that can serve
effectively as a GARC formation mechanism that is amenable
to efficient parallel decomposition on Von Neumann archi-
tectures. Further, this neural clusterer architecture has the
potential for being useful in the actual track formation process
now undertaken by the companion tracker. Finally, we use
a Boltzmann machine8 architecture (as opposed to a Hopfield
type as used in the mentioned references). This has helped
circumvent the problem of getting stuck in local minima.
The neural clusterer is presently running in sequential
mode on a Silicon Graphics IRIS 240/VGX. This paper deals
more with the correctness of the divisions of sightings into
GARCs rather than with the speed of convergence, although
efficiency occurred in many examples. The work up to this
point demonstrates the feasibility of a parallel decomposition
of the GARC formation problem on a Boltzmann machine.
Convergence issues can thus be examined in light of the
execution ofthis architecture on neurocomputers.9'1° Further,
because of the increasing feasibility of and momentum to-
ward implementing neural networks in optical i,12
and the results of optical implementation of adaptive
3 and 14, 1 5 networks, investigations re-
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Fig. 3 Types of neural configurations: (a) feasible configuration and
(b) semifeasible configuration.
garding the incorporation of the clusterer' s Boltzmann ar-
chitecture into this medium16 show potential benefit as well.
The neural clusterer is a Boltzmann machine. It consist of
mn processing elements, where n is the number of sightings
and m is the number of GARCs they are to be decomposed
into. It can be thought of as an m Xn array of such elements.
A neuron that is on (has value 1) in row k' and column n'
means that sighting n' is in GARC k'. A disjoint division of
the sightings is therefore represented when each column has
exactly one processing element with value 1 and each row
has at least one processing element with value 1 . The nature
of the connections as we developed them and the tendency
of the neural net to maximize the consensus function ensure
that the locally optimal states of the network represent a
disjoint division of the sightings among the GARCs. An ex-
ample of such a feasible configuration where m =4 and n =6
is indicated in Fig. 3(a).
All empty nodes indicate processing elements that are off
(have value 0). From the diagram, we conclude that sightings
1 and 3 are in GARC 1, sighting 2 is in GARC 2, sighting 6
is in GARC 3, and sightings 4 and 5 are in GARC 4.
We denote a processing element in the a'th row and b'th
column as ea,, and associate it with the variable Xab, which
equals 1 if eab is on or 0 if it is not. Denote by the cost
between sightings x and y (c =0). Let
where
a =pq for i=j , (6)
zjpq o otherwise
subject to the following constraints: First, for any t where0 tn—1,
(7)
. (8)
Notice that under these constraints, a configuration having
one or more 0 rows, as shown in Fig. 3(b), is allowed. Such
a configuration is called a semifeasible configuration. It will
be shown that a network constructed to minimizef(X) subject
to Eqs. (1) and (2) is enough to provide convergence to a
feasible solution.
Each processing element in the neural clusterer has a con-
nection going from itself to itself. This is called the bias
connection of the processing element. It will be used to make
certain that there are no empty columns in the final state of
the net. For any two neurons in the same column, there is an
inhibitory connection. Its purpose is to guarantee that no more
than one sighting appears in each column. Finally, for any
two neurons in each row, there exists a connection associated
with the cost of allowing the two sightings represented by
those neurons to be in the same GARC. We represent the
bias, inhibitory, and cost connection sets respectively as Gb,
G1 , and G . Ifwe depict the symmetric connection between
processing elements eab and ed by {eab 'eCd}, then a more
precise description of the neural architecture is given by
Gb={{eab,eab}} ' (9)
G1= {{eab eCb}} a C , (10)
G = {{eab ead}} b d , (11)
where 0 a,c m — 1 and 0 b,d n — 1. In the next sec-
tion, we demonstrate how these choices allow for conver-
gence of the neural network to useful solutions.
Basic wiring of the neural clusterer for a net where n =6
and m =4 is shown in Fig. 4. Vertical and horizontal straight
lines indicate connections between adjacent processing ele-
ments. The number of connections based on the above
scheme is
(4) r 1 rim(m—1)l in(n—1)
n
2
+m
2
+nm, (12)
where the first, second, and third summands account for the
inhibitory, cost, and bias connections, respectively.
For a densely connected symmetric neural net of size mn,
the number of connections is
(5) m2n2—mn
2 +mn. (13)
To achieve final configurations with this distribution of
neuronal patterns, the network is constructed so as to mini-
mize the function
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Taking a ratio of these expressions after factoring out com-
mon terms, yields
nm
—-[(m— l)+(n— l)+2]
nm
—-[mn+1]
If #c5 represents the number of connections in the neural
clusterer and #Cd represents the number of connections in a
densely symmetric neural network having mn neurons, then
simplifying the preceding expression yields
#cs_ m+n
#cdmn+l
The advantage in the architecture of the neural clusterer over
some hypothetical clusterer of the same size that is densely
connected is most clearly evidenced in problem sizes where
both m and n are large. Given that m + n =C, the efficiency
of the sparsely connected neural clusterer is most evidenced
as both m and n approach C/2.
3 Neural Properties
It will be shown that the network will converge to a point in
neural space that is feasible and, with respect to the cost
function described earlier, optimal. To this end, it is first
demonstrated that optimal convergence with respect to the
consensus function guarantees convergence to semifeasible
or feasible configurations. We then show that optimization
of the consensus function is equivalent to optimization of the
cost function. Using these results, an argument is then pre-
sented illustrating that optimization of the cost function is
the driving force that constrains the network to produce fea-
sible solutions. This development is based on techniques pre-
sented in Ref. 17 using variations of that approach to account
forf(X) and the associated neural architecture.
The connection strengths of the neural clusterer are defined
as follows: for all {eab, eab} in C,,,
y=n—1
S{eabeab}> Cbyy=o
for all {eab,ecb} in C1,
S{e,j, ,ecb} < S{eb , e} S{eCb , ecb} ; (17)
and for all {eab,ead} in C,
S{e,j,,ej}= Cbd . (18)
Let S be the set of configurations for which at least one
sighting is in at least two GARCs and let S be the set of
configurations for which there is at least one sighting that is
in no GARC. For all configurations,
kES,US1 , (19)
itwill be shown that there exists at least one neuron in k such
that when that neuron' s state is changed, the energy of the
neural network increases. This will prove that any locally
optimal configuration cannot have empty columns or col-
umns with more than one processing element on. Thus any
locally optimal configuration is either feasible or semifeas-
ible.
If k is in S%, then there exists a column that has at least
(14) two neurons on. Choose any one of these neurons, eb, andturn it off. Because the sum of the negative-valued inhibitory
and cost connections outweigh the positive-valued bias con-
nection of eab turning it off increases the energy of the clus-
terer.
The following mathematically illustrates this point. Let
sc/on represent the sum of the costs between the sighting
represented by eab and all other sightings that are on in row
a and let .:c/tot represent the sum of the costs between the
sighting represented by ea,, and all other sightings. We denote(15) the bias of the neuron by
S{eej,}0b+c/tot , (20)
where
o<ab . (21)
Further, represent each inhibitory connection between ea,, and
members in column b as
S{ejjeb} —S{ee} 8in b sc/tot ' (22)
where
o<a . (23)
Thus, the amount of energy contributed by ea,, to the total
energy of the neural clusterer is
(— — ab sc/tOt) — + 8b sc/tot (24)
or alternatively,
8b(1 — i) — + (1 — iJ.)Cio sc/on ' (25)
where LL represents the number of processing elements on in
16 column b other than eab. Note that even if i is 1, which' ' minimizes the total number of negative connections activated
in column b given that k E S, and eab is the only processing
element on in row a, which minimizes the total negativity
254 / OPTICAL ENGINEERING / January 1994/Vol. 33 No. 1
Fig. 4 Wiring diagram.
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contributed by the cost connections, then the total contri-
bution to the energy resulting from ea,, 5 still negative due
to the inhibitory factor The terms a,, and may vary in
each column for experimental reasons. For simplicity, they
do not in this exposition nor in any of the programs run
thus far.
If k is in S, then there exists a column b that has no
neurons on. Choose any processing element in that column,
say eab and turn it on. Because the bias of eab5 greater than
the sum of all possible costs incurred in row a and because
there are no inhibitory connections activated in column b,
the total energy of the clusterer goes up. That is to say, the
increment added to the total energy resulting from the acti-
vation of a processing element eab 5 given by setting gi equal
to 0 in expression (25), yielding
ab + EC10 C/Ofl
which is strictly greater than 0. This completes the argument
that any optimal configuration is either feasible or semifeas-
ible.
In any semifeasible configuration, if one of the elements
that is off is turned on, then the energy of the system goes
down by an amount
ain+c/on
which is the magnitude of expression (25) with t equal to 1.
If one of the elements that is on is turned off, then expres-
sion (26) gives the magnitude of the resulting energy dec-
rement ofthe system. (This argument shows that semifeasible
configurations are locally maximal. It applies as well to fea-
sible configurations.) Thus the simple types of energy in-
creasing arguments discussed earlier cannot be used to show
convergence to feasible configurations. This point is returned
to later.
We conform to the consensus function notation presented
in Ref. 18 and express the value of processing element
in configuration k (1 for on and 0 for oft) as k(e). For all
configurations satisfying the constraints included in the def-
inition of the cost function, the consensus function takes
the form
C(k) =
s{eip,eip}k(eip)
{eip, eip} Cb
+
s{eip,eiq}k(eip)k(eiq)
{eip , eiq } E Cc
whereOim—1 andOp,qn—1.
Because the bias of a processing element depends only
on the column and because in a feasible or semifeasible con-
figuration, exactly one processing element must be on for
every sighting, Eq. (28) becomes
C(k) = +8b+ s{eip,eiq}k(eip)k(eiq){eip,eiq} E Cc
s{eip,eiq}k(eip)k(eiq)
{eip ,eiq}E Cc
c{p,q}k(eip)k(ejq)
{eip eiq} E Cc
1
Ak(u,c) 1+ 1/{exp[zCk(u)/c]}
OPTICAL ENGINEERING/January 1994/Vol. 33 No. 1/255
(27)
where n is the total number of sightings. This means that the
cost function is minimal at configuration k if and only if the
consensus function is maximal at k. Because the acceptance
criteria for a state change is given by
(30)
where Ck(u)=C(kU)—C(k) and k is defined as the con-
figuration that is obtained from configuration k by changing
the state of processing element u, theory dictates that the
neural network converges to a maximal or near maximal
consensus value and hence to a minimal or near minimal cost
value.
It can now be argued that the locally optimal points that
the network converges to are feasible. We have just dem-
(26) onstrated that the network converges to configurations k,
where
kSUS1 , (31)
and seeks to globally minimize the expression
: C{p,q}k(eip)k(ejq) (32)
{eip , eiq} E Cc
over all configurations. This means that the network strives
to restrict the number of on elements in each column in the
neural array to 1 , while simultaneously trying to minimize
expression (32). By examination, the minimization of expres-
sion (32) involves two factors:
1 . the efficient arrangement of 1 -valued processing ele-
ments among the rows ofthe neural array (i.e., keeping
sightings with high cost values out of the same row)
2. the decoupling of pairs of processing elements that are
on in the same row. This results from the fact that
nonzero contributions to the sum can be made only by
pairs of processing elements that are on in the same
row.
It is factor 2 that inherently drives the network to utilize any
zero row, causing it to have processing elements turned on
in that row. Thus expressions (31) and (32) together imply
that the network converges to optimal feasible solutions.
In all of the computer simulations run thus far, no locally
(28) optimal configuration reached has ever had a row with all 0-
valued processing elements.* Even when m approached the
value of n, all rows had 1-valued processing elements.
To maintain the structural simplicity ofthe neural network,
a slight glitch in the cost function representation was allowed.
The cost function does not take into account an averaging
procedure among members ofthe same GARC. For example,
as represented in Fig. 5, sightings s, s2, and s3 are in GARC
G1 and sightings s4 and s5 are in GARC G2. Assume s, is to
be grouped in either GARC G1 or G2. Then, in theory, the
*It is interesting to note that in the Boltzmann machine treatment of the
traveling salesman the preclusion of an empty row and column
(indicating the exclusion of a city in the computed cost value at that point
in time of the neural net's processing) was enforced by choosing the con-
29 nection strength values in a certain manner. This was necessary because thecorresponding neural network was seeking to minimize the path length value
and exclusion of cities under consideration was consistent with this goal.
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neural clusterer will place s in G2 because the inclusion of
sx in G1 would raise the cost by 9 and the inclusion in G2
would only raise the cost by 8. In principle, s should be
grouped in G1 because the average cost to its members is 3
and the average cost to the members of G2 is 4. A situation
representing this grouping phenomenon occurred in only one
case and was obvious enough for a user to see. When the
tracking team improved the cost functions, this misgrouping
did not occur. Because of the rarity of this occunence and
the fact that an averaging mechanism could add substantially
to the length of the convergence process, a resolution to the
problem was not pursued.
4 Annealing Schedule
We use the parallel cooling schedule as described in Ref. 18.
If we denote all connections to processing element x (aside
from the connection from x to x) by Syn, the cooling schedule
start value COe for each processing element eis given by
CO,e IS{xy}
{x,y} E Syn
If we represent the change in the consensus function resulting
from the change of processing element x in configuration k,
LXCk(x), by
[1 — 2k(x)j[ S{XY}k(Y) + S{XX}]{x,y}E Syflx
then
[1 —2k(x)][ S{XY}k(Y) + S{XX}]{x,y} E Syn
LCk(X)/CO,e =
z1 O and L\1H 1 (36)
where
[ S{Xx}
=[1—2k(x)jILi+ v
L L IS{xy}
{x,y} E Synx
tlt was desired to set up a correspondence between the configuration and
(35) the graphical representation so that as the neural net approached a feasible
solution, the graphics would approach a great circle arc grouping of sight-
ings. This would not only provide for the correct visualization of final
groupings of sightings into GARCs but would also allow the user to see
various grouping patterns long before the network was done with its visual
convergence.
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Expanding the numerator and denominator of the fraction
yields
S{XX} a+ L10 , (37)
and
S{xy} P ( — — 8b
sc/tOt)
— Lion ' (38)
{x,y}ESynx
where p = m — 1 > 0 because m is assumed to be greater than
1 and sc/tot represents the sum of the costs between sighting
x and all other sightings. This yields
[ 0+/tt
LCk(X)/COe [l _2k(x)ILL\1 +
+ ax+
sc/tot) +
=[l—2k(x)](z1+z2)
(39)
where
O<z2<1 . (40)
This implies that
I12I < . (41)
Given this, we are guaranteed that the generating probability
is such that
0.2689414 <Ak(U,COe) < 0.7310585 , (42)
yielding a sufficient amount of initial randomness for sim-
ulated annealing type searching. The fact that initial states
are randomly generated indicates that the initial generating
probabilities are somewhat distanced from the indicated up-
per and lower bounds.
5 Graphics Interface
Underlyingthe relationship between the neural configuration
(34) and its conesponding visual analogue at a prescribed time is
a mapping that uses information relating to the distribution
of the n sightings among the m GARCs to form multicolored
lines between sighting locations on a screen.t
More precisely, given that n sightings are to be appro-
priately subdivided among m GARCs, and given a particular
configuration of the m X n neural anay, as shown in Fig. 2,
then a line of color x is drawn between two sightings with
detection times t1 and t2 if the neural configuration places
(33)
IS{x,y}I
{x,y} Synx
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them in the same GARC, the color associated with that GARC
is x, and there is no other sighting in the GARC that was
sighted within the time interval (t1,t2). At this point in the
graphics development, if the same two (or more) sightings
are in more than one GARC, the color of the connection(s)
between the sightings corresponds to the GARC in which it
was most recently decided the set should belong. In the future,
these types ofconnections will be indicated either by a special
coloring denoting association between sighting pairs in more
than one GARC or by thickness, if color is not available. An
example of a sequence of configuration-visualization pairs
together with the time of detection orderings of the sightings
is given in Fig. 6. The time orderings are important in the
construction of the visual images. This can be seen, for ex-
ample, in configuration/visualization pair (a) where in
GARC 1 the sightings 1, 2, 3, 8, and 9 are connected in the
order 2, 1, 8, 3, and 9, or in pair (b), where 4, 7, and 8 in
GARC 3 are connected in the order 8, 4, and 7.
Figures 7 through 13 represent monochromatic versions
of the tracker and neural graphics. Figure 7 represents the
format of the screen related to neural net activity. The lower
half of the screen represents the geographical perspective on
which sightings will be overlaid when their locations are
received from the tracker. The display screen can be zoomed
in on any earth surface location using a variety of geograph-
ical projections. The projection shown here is Polar Azi-
muthal Equidistant (North American Rectangular is an a!-
ternate name used by the authors for purposes of
categorization).
The upper left-hand screen represents the configuration
of the neural network, as shown in Fig. 2 and described earlier
in the paper. The upper right-hand side is the neural control
panel. The first row of the panel allows variable sighting
numbers to be entered. The cost of associating the two sight-
ings is then given. The LABELS command of the next row
causes the sighting number to appear next to its dot in the
lower half of the screen. The STOP command halts the ex-
ecution of the network. The rate of temperature decrease is
given by
COe * (b_par)w (43)
where the value of b_par is designated in the neural net input
parameters portion of the control pane!. When the network
is started, the value of w is 0. If the network is stopped,
REINIT restarts the network at the last state reached by the
network in its previous run. The value of w is automatically
set to 0 so as to maximize initial randomness in search.
OPTICAL ENGINEERING / January 1994 / Vol. 33 No. 1 / 257
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Fig. 6 Configuration/graphics sequence.
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START initiates the network with any previous value of w
reached and with the last neural state obtained. Whenever
the network is stopped, the START command can be invoked.
RESTART begins the network with w — 0 and a random mi-
tial state. It can be invoked any time the network is stopped.
Parameters, as shown in the middle portion of the panel,
can be altered and entered any time the network is stopped.
These together with the various commands on the LABELS
line of the control panel enable the user to interact with the
running of the network and experiment with different an-
nealing schedules. The input parameters s_par and g_par refer
to the number of sightings and groupings, respectively. Var-
iable a_par is related to how long the network is allowed to
run, e_par denotes the length of time spent converging at the
same temperature, where t_par is an adjustment concerning
the randomness of search in the early stages of the neural
processes and, as mentioned earlier, b_par determines the
granularity of temperature decrease in the underlying sim-
ulated annealing search process.
The energy value at the bottom of the panel is a measure
of how well the network has grouped the sightings. The higher
the energy, the smaller the value of the cost function we are
trying to minimize. The temperature parameter indicates a
"measure of randomness of search" for the optimal solution.
The higher the temperature, the more even the odds are that
each neuron will accept a 0 or 1 state when it is given its
turn at making a potential change. The lower the temperature,
the more likely the neuron will choose the value that helps
minimize the cost (or, equivalently, maximize the energy).
At any point in time during the running of the network,
only the best neural configuration obtained is displayed. If
several iterations of temperature decrease occur without a
graphics display change (indicating a better state was not
reached), or if the temperature is less than 10 , then the
displayed state is defined to be the final state of the network.
Experiments conducted thus far indicate that the state dis-
played under these conditions is the final state reached by
the network.
Figure 8 represents a sample of tracker output. The crosses
represent the sightings and the lines represent the tracks
formed by the tracker to connect the sightings. The user
selects one or more of the available tracks formed by the
system. The selected tracks are indicated by the solid lines
intersecting circles. The heavier lines at the various corners
of the chosen tracks represent the assumed maneuver taken
by the aircraft forming the track. The total number of sight-
ings in the selected tracks together with the numbers of
GARCs comprising these selected tracks is entered into the
tracking panel, as shown in the middle left of the figure.
These parameters together with the geographical location
of the sightings associated with the selected tracks are then
sent to the neural clusterer. The remaining parameters of the
258 / OPTICAL ENGINEERING / January 1994 / Vol. 33 No. 1
Fig. 7 Neural graphics display.
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neural control panel have default values that can be altered
or left alone as the user wishes.
The neural control panel is used for research and devel-
opment purposes. However, simple heuristics learned from
experimentation could be provided so that a relatively in-
experienced user could improve the results of the system in
both speed and quality.
Figures 7 through 13 serve as a dramatic illustration of
the potential of neural networks for rapidly and correctly
finding GARCs. In all tracker output diagrams represented
in this paper, there was a 98% match between the tracker
output and the real world. Because the tracker and neural
clusterer agreed in these cases, the clusterer obtained accur-
acies at such a level as well. Although it was not rigorously
demonstrated that the solutions reached by the network in
these cases was optimal in the global sense, globally optimal
solutions were obtained by the clusterer architecture in all
cases for which non-neural determination of the global op-
timal was relatively straightforward.
Figure 9 concerns a scenario near Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
Figure 9(a) represents the unconnected sightings as sent to
the neural clusterer by the tracker. Figure 9(b) represents a
randomly generated initial state, whereas Figs. 9(c) and 9(d)
are mid and final states of the clusterer. These represent only
a few of the many different states displayed by the neural
graphics during the course of its convergence.
Figure 10 represents the same scenario as Fig. 8 except
that a different subset of sightings is chosen to be sent to the
clusterer. Figure 1 1 illustrates the convergence sequence for
the sightings corresponding to these tracks.
Figure 12 illustrates the tracks formed by aircraft over
Norway. Figure 13 gives a convergence sequence for the
chosen track. Here, the sighting identifications were chosen
so that consecutive numbering appeared in the same GARC.
This arrangement more readily conveys the configuration
mechanics relating to the gradual but eventual success of the
underlying neural network in obtaining proper clusters.
One question of interest in examining the utility of Boltz-
mann machines for cost function optimization is how con-
sistent their results are when they are started from different
initial configurations. Figure 14 gives such a comparison for
10 different randomly chosen initial states, where b_par and
e_par values are 0.9 and 10, respectively. Figure 15 gives
convergence statistics for the same initial states (in the same
order) with b_par and e_par equaling 0.95 and 15. Note that
increasing the values of these parameters increases the like-
lihood of obtaining better solutions, but the price is paid for
with longer convergence times. This motivates our investi-
gation into a parallelization of the neural architecture. In most
cases, the visual differences among final states with unequal
energy values were minor and become even less significant
as the annealing schedules become more finely grained. This
OPTICAL ENGINEERING / January 1994/ Vol. 33 No. 1 / 259
Fig. 8 Tracker display—Riyadh scenario 1.
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FIg. 9 Convergence sequence—Riyadh scenario 1: (a) unconnected sightings, (b) connections from
randomly generated initial state, (c) midstate of clusterer, and (d) final state of clusterer.
is evidenced by comparing the values of r in Figs. 14 and 15.
In all runs having neural sizes comparable to the ones
displayed, results were of the same level in terms of speed
and quality.
It is interesting to compare the number of steps needed
by the neural architecture to arrive at the correct grouping of
the sightings according to the prescribed cost function as
compared to a combinatorially exhaustive approach. If there
are n sightings to be divided into m GARCs, we define a
candidate grouping to be
[n1, n2, n3, ..., 1tm' , (44)
where
hh1?12h23Tlm>O and n=n
If I' represents the set of all candidate groupings and is
the set of the total number of possible groupings of n sightings
into m clusters, we have
— =
(n)(n—ni)(n—ni—n2) (n_(nvm))[nI,n2,n3 nm] E i 2 Tim
where
(46)
m) = v1 (47)
Figure 16 represents a comparison of the number of steps
taken by the neural network to obtain the final state as opposed
to a minimal bound on the number of steps needed to obtain
(45) the best grouping using an exhaustive approach. Under thedesignation of each scenario is a randomly chosen candidate
grouping corresponding to that scenario's n and m values.
The value w relates to the neural scenario and represents the
approximate number of temperature decreases until the final
state is displayed. Thus total number of neural iterations n,
260 / OPTICAL ENGINEERING / January 1994 / Vol. 33 No. 1
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FIg. 10 Tracker display—Riyadh scenario 2.
needed by the Boltzmann machine to obtain the final graph-
ically displayed state is given by
n=n*m*w*e_par
To see how this number compares approximately to the
total number of clustering possibilities, we compute only the
first binomial factor of that scenario' s candidate grouping.
The resulting number, designated by A, is only a fraction of
the total set The variable n represents the number of
sequential steps taken by the neural network if all neurons
are allowed to update simultaneously. As can be seen in the
figure,
i' <C n << A << II (49)
Each neural iteration involves (1) the determination of
iXCk(x), which requires an addition and multiplication op-
eration with each of n — 1 + m — 1 other elements of the neural
network together with an addition of a bias term; (2) deter-
mination of acceptance probability Ak(u,c); (3) generation of
a random number; (4) determination as to whether a state
change is to be made based on a comparison ofAk(u,c) with
the random number; and (5) potential implementation of the
state change. The total number of computations in steps 2,
3, 4, and 5 is approximately 40 (assuming 20 scenario-
independent computations for the simple yet effective ran-
dom number generator used and 14 computations for the
exponential function computation to the fourth decimal
(48) place). The approximate total number of computations per
neural iteration is therefore
2(n—1)+2(m--1)+40+5 (50)
where the last summand represents the addition of the first
two terms and the bias and the determination of the sign of
ACk(x). (This estimate is somewhat inflated because as the
network converges, many neural values represented in this
computation are 0.) Correspondingly, each member of
must have its sum computed, which involves of the order of
n1(n1 _1)+n2(n2_1)+nm(nrn_1) +m—l
2 (51)
operations, where the last summand represents the addition
of the first m terms. For the groupings chosen in Fig. 16, the
number of operations per neural iteration either approximates
that required for the corresponding combinatorial sum eval-
uation or is substantially less than that number. As the number
of sightings is more evenly distributed among the groupings,
it becomes more likely that the number of operations per
neural iteration will supersede the number of operations in
OPTICAL ENGINEERING/January 1994/Vol. 33 No. I /261
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Fig. 11 Convergence sequence—Riyadh scenario 2: (a) unconnected sightings, (b) connections from
randomly generated initial state, (c) midstate of clusterer, and (d) final state of clusterer.
the computation of the combinatoric evaluation of the sum.
It is expected, however, that the cardinality of will counter-
balance this and ensure the overall efficiency of the neural
approach over the exhaustive combinatoric search approach.
Simple steps could be taken to reduce the number of ad-
ditions per each member of .Further, as m approaches n,
the number of computational operations per neural iteration
supersedes the number of operations per each member of .
It is questionable whether the consideration of these factors
together or separately would be enough to counterbalance
the comparatively large cardinality of . It is further ques-
tionable whether a parallel design of a combinatorial ap-
proach for arbitrary values of n and m would be burdened
by communications as compared to a parallel software, hard-
ware, or optical neural implementation, which inherently fa-
vors decomposition. Further experiments are needed relating
the efficiencies in these cases.
6 Future Work
It is desired to find a fixed set of values for b_par and e_par
that would guarantee quick as well as near-real-world con-
vergence for all data sets. Typically, excellent GARC for-
mation for data where nm >1000 requires values of b_par
262 / OPTICAL ENGINEERING / January 1994 / Vol.33 No. 1
0.99 e_par 20. Given this, the potential for neural net
treatment of the clustering problem has been demonstrated.
The convergence times for many cases using these pa-
rameters are of the order of minutes. We will experiment
with the lean architectural design to produce a parallel de-
composition ofthe net on varying computers to produce faster
convergence times. Further, increasing the potential for user
interaction will decrease the need for the program to achieve
optimal or near optimal solutions (the absence of these re-
quirements in general provides for much shorter convergence
times). The user can then interact with the neural program
to determine a more visually and computationally palatable
neural convergence, while at the same time checking to see
if the GARC decomposition solution by neural standards is
consistent with that obtained by the tracker. Enhanced speed
of convergence will also be obtained when typing or aircraft
identification information is used in conjunction with kine-
matic criteria in determining cost values.
At present, the m value is a by-product of the tracker
resulting from that system's own indirect GARC determi-
nation. An effort to determine the m value using the neural
clusterer involves the determination of a range of plausible
m values given the number of sightings and the associated
(c)
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costs between sightings. Given this m range, several copies
of the neural clusterer would operate in parallel. Each copy
would work on a different m value and would itself be de-
composed across several processors. Convergence properties
of each of the neural nets would be used to determine which
m value in the m range is correct. An algorithm providing
for this determination characterizes the research effort in
this area.
Plans for experimentation with more efficient digital and
neural hardware are also in effect. As the feasibility of optical
implementation of neural networks becomes more and more
evident, the relevance of incorporating this medium with the
clusterer architecture is becoming more and more apparent.
Other more conventional digital implementations of clus-
tering algorithms exist based on the ideas in Ref. 19. We
have found that there are cases in which these algorithms
yield correct solutions and run reasonably faster than the
present implementation of the neural clusterer. It is expected,
however, that when the neural clustering effort is carried to
its logical end (that is to say, when the neural design is im-
plemented on some form of electrical or optical hardware),
the Boltzmann design will immeasurably outperform these
more traditional, inherently sequential clustering algorithms.
Further, an analysis of these algorithms reveals that, in many
cases, their inherently sequential structure yields incorrect
clusterings in cases where the neural cluster gives correct
solutions. Continued study of the nature of these data sets
would give direction as to the determination of classes of
scenarios on which the neural cluster would give superior
performance even in its present nonparallel digitally imple-
mented form.
7 Conclusions
The GARC formations of the Boltzmann machine neural
clusterer closely mirror those of the real world in virtually
all executions. In many scenarios, the answers are obtained
within a matter of minutes. To achieve rapid convergence
where the numbers of sightings are of size 100 or greater,
investigations into parallelization options, user manipulation
of GARCs, and the development of improved cost values
will be emphasized. The parallelization of the neural archi-
tecture will be facilitated by its sparsity.
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Fig. 12 Tracker display—Norway.
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Fig. 13 Convergence sequence—Norway: (a) unconnected sightings, (b) connections from randomly
generated initial state, (c) early convergence stage, (d) midconvergence stage, (e) latter convergence
stage, and (f) final state of clusterer.
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Riyadh I scenario 1 Riyadh I scenario 2 Norway
Energy cpu time/sees Energy Cpu time/seCs Energy CU tune/SeCS
I.279418E +06 30.71 8.723264E +06 52.08 1.455613E +06 41.96
1.278249E +06 31.55 8.723264E +06 58.27 1.45S556E +06 44.25
1.279418E +06 27.50 8.723264E +06 62.80 1.455613E +06 42.72
1.279418E +06 32.28 8.723264E +06 57.32 1.455545E +06 49.12
1.279418E +06 32.58 8.723264E +06 55.31 1.455558E +06 42.5
1.279418E +06 33.37 8.7167749 +06 59.43 1.455545E +06 53.92
1.279418E +06 30.48 8.723264E +06 56.38 1.455613E +06 45.54
1.278183E +06 32.20 8.723264E +06 58.88 1.455545E +06 56.48
1.279418E +06 33.48 8.723264E +06 55.35 1.455553E +06 51.04
1.279418E +06 30.72 8.723264E +06 58.35 1.455613E +06 43.57
1.279178E+06 31.487 8.722615E+06 57.417 1.455575E+06 47.119
o a a
481.0266 1.6720 1947.00 2.7395 31.00 4.9301
Riyadh I scenario 1 Riyadh I scenario 2 Norway
Energy cpu timehecs Energy cpu dme/secs Energy cpu tinwIsecs
1.279418EO6 &723264E+06 15&13 1455613E+06 144.77
1.279418E+ 88.S' L723264E+06 17191 l.455556E+06 13182
1.279418E+06 90.00 8.722095E06 15150 1.435613E+06 145.93
1.279418E +06 83.16 8.723264E +06 156.13 1.455613E +06 144.15
1.279418E +06 87.58 8.723264E +06 156.31 1.455613E +06 150.38
1.279418E+06 85.77 8.723264E +06 157.57 1.455613E+06 150.60
1.279418E +06 8437 0.723264E +06 174.65 1.4556130 +06 144.01
1.279418E+06 87.01 8.723264E+06 16536 1.455613E+06 155.17
1.279418E+06 tu.5 8.23244E+Oo 161.40 1.4556130+06 135.86
1.279418E +06 9081 1.723264E +06 144.25 1.455553E +06 122.87
1.2704180+06 87.230 8.7231470+06 161.521 1.455601E+06 142.556
Gt a a e
0.0 2.4982 j 350.7 7.0980 23.4115 8.7003
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Fig. 14 Convergence statistics for bpar=0.9 and e_par= 10.
Fig. 15 Convergence statistics for b_par=0.95 and e..par= 15.
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